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We report on the study of the magnetization dynamic of a single micrometric spin-valve element by high-
frequency giant magnetoresistance measurement. We have combined transport measurements in the microwave
range and large band ferromagnetic resonance with microantennas. The spin valve is used as an in situ
demodulator to probe the individual dynamics of each layer and the relative phase of their oscillations. We
deduce the conditions for coupling the hard and free layer dynamics and show the influence of a static
magnetic configuration on the sensitivity of spin valves in the microwave range. This work offers a different
approach for studying the dynamics of single isolated micron-sized systems.
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Dynamics of small magnetic multilayer elements are ex-
tensively studied for their use in read heads1–3 and their po-
tential applications as microwave sources.4–6

In particular, spin-valve structures are now extensively
used for magnetic read heads in storage devices. In this
field the constant decrease in size of magnetic bits and
the increase in speed of the electronics lead read heads to
work at frequencies in the gigahertz range. As a consequence
the understanding of the magnetization dynamics of spin
valves has become a key point for the future of storage ap-
plication.

In exchange biased spin valves, most attention has been
paid to the free layer dynamics as shown for example in
spin-torque experiments.7–9 However, the complex structure
made of several magnetic layers with different magnetic
properties and the possibility of coupling between layers re-
fine the dynamics mechanisms. In this paper we show that
both the free and hard layers are involved in the process and
experimental evidence for dynamic coupling is given.

The spin valve is used as an in situ demodulator and the
giant magnetoresistance �GMR� is used as a probe of the
magnetization dynamics. A microwave magnetic field is sup-
plied to a micron-sized spin-valve sensor by a microantenna.
This excites and measures the dynamics of the system. At the
same time, an oscillating voltage whose frequency is differ-
ent from the magnetic excitation is applied to the sensor in
the current-in-plane configuration. As the GMR effect is the
only nonlinear process in the system, we obtain an electrical
response at a demodulated frequency directly proportional to
�R �the difference of resistance in ohms between the parallel
and antiparallel magnetic state� and to the susceptibilities of
the different layers. This technique avoids any interference
that could appear in the microwave measurements. For ex-
ample, we have shown10 that the current induced by the mag-
netic excitation is the source of an increase in the dc voltage
of the sensor.

The spin-valve stack Ta /NiFe�3.5 nm� /CoFe�1.2 nm� /
Cu�2.9 nm� /CoFe�2.5 nm� /Ru�0.7 nm� /CoFe�2 nm� / IrMn�10 nm� /Ta
is sputtered onto a thick glass substrate in high-vacuum at-
mosphere. The first NiFe/CoFe bilayer corresponds to the

free layer of the sensor and acts as a single magnetic layer
presenting a growth induced uniaxial anisotropy field Hk of 5
Oe. The second and third CoFe layers correspond to the hard
and quenched layers, respectively, and are antiferromagneti-
cally coupled by Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida �RKKY�
interaction. The free and hard layers are those of interest for
the GMR effect since most of the current flows in the copper
layer. We assume the quenched layer magnetization to be
independent of the external magnetic field because of the
strong interfacial coupling with the IrMn.

Orange peel coupling favors a parallel alignment of the
hard and free layer magnetizations at zero field. dc GMR
measurements give a value of 12 Oe for the corresponding
bias field Hbias acting on the free layer.

The sensor is designed in a yoke shape �Fig. 1� by con-
ventional UV lithography techniques combined with ion
milling in an argon atmosphere. The longest part of the sen-
sor is aligned in the easy axis direction ensuring uniform
magnetizations.

Slotline waveguides are deposited on the sensor by lift off
of Ti�10 nm� /Cu�200 nm� /Au�10 nm� for broadband �dc to 20
GHz� electrical measurements. The amplitude of the current
flowing in the sensor is calibrated by measuring the complex
impedance of the system slotlines/sensor with a network
analyzer.

The microantenna �Fig. 1� is deposited by lift off of
Ti�10 nm� /Cu�200 nm� /Au�10 nm� on top of the sensor after
deposition of a 300-nm-thick Si3N4 insulating layer. The cen-
tral conductor is aligned with the long bar of the sensor with
a precision of 0.5 �m. The amplitude of the pumping field
h0 created by the antenna is determined from its electrical
parameters and h0= I /2w where I is the amplitude of the
current in the central conductor and w is the width of the
central conductor. At low frequencies vector network ana-
lyzer measurements have shown that the antenna can be well
modeled as a resistor-inductor circuit.

The magnetization dynamics is first studied by ferromag-
netic resonance �FMR� with the microantenna. The experi-
ment is performed with �1=�2=�3=0. The sensor dy-
namic susceptibility is extracted from the antenna reflected
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input voltage since it induces a change of the antenna
self-inductance.11,12 We deduce that the resonance pulsation
�r dependence on the external field H0 follows the Kittel
uniform resonance mode13 of an infinite rectangular thin
plate �Fig. 2� as we could expect from the symmetry of the
pumping field. �r can be written as

�r = ��0
� �H0 + Hk + Hbias + �Nx − Nz�Ms�

� � �H0 + Hk + Hbias + �Ny − Nz�Ms� , �1�

where �� /2	�=29 GHz /T is the gyromagnetic factor, MS is
the magnetization at saturation, and Nx, Ny, and Nz are the
demagnetizing factors. The best fit has been obtained for
values Nx=1.110−3, Ny =1−Nx, and Nz assumed equal to
zero—reflecting the aspect ratio of the sensor and the ap-
proximation of an infinite thin film. The magnetization at
saturation obtained is �0MS=1.3 T. This result is in good
agreement with the value of 1.2 T obtained by superconduct-
ing quantum interference device and FMR measurements on
a reference continuous NiFe/CoFe film deposited in the same
conditions.

The dependence of the FMR linewidth as a function of the
applied field �inset in Fig. 2� gives a value of the Gilbert-type
damping coefficient 
=0.026. The same coefficient value
has been measured on the reference NiFe/CoFe film and is in
good agreement with literature values for damping coeffi-
cients in ultrathin films.14–16

The magnetization dynamics is then studied by in situ
demodulated electrical measurement. The signal is obtained
by applying an oscillating voltage to the sensor. In the pres-
ence of the magnetic excitation, the time dependence of the
voltage is written as

V�t� = �R0 + �R
M� FL . M� HL

2�M� FL� · �M� HL�
�

� �IGMR cos��GMRt + �GMR� + Irf cos��ht + �h��

+ Vrf��h� , �2�

where R0 is the average resistance of the sensor and M� FL

and M� HL are the free and hard layer magnetization vectors,

FIG. 3. �Color online� Demodulated signal as a function of the
pumping field frequency measured with a spectrum analyzer in the
parallel magnetic orientation of the free and hard layer at 100 �black
square� and 320 Oe �green square�. The black and orange lines
correspond to the fit with Eq. �4� for 100 and 320 Oe, respectively.
The blue and magenta lines correspond to the fit with Eq. �5� for
100 and 320 Oe, respectively. The red and violet lines correspond to
the fit with Eq. �5� including the dynamic dipolar coupling.

FIG. 1. �Color online� �Top� Dimensions of the sensor designed
as a yoke shape �gray� and the contact pads �delimited by black
lines�. �Middle� Dimensions of the shorted antenna. All dimensions
are given in �m. �Bottom� System of axis and relative orientation
of the different magnetic quantities.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Resonance frequency of the spin valve as
a function of H0 �black squares� and fit obtained with Eq. �1� �red
line�. The parameters of the fit are given in the text. The inset
presents the ferromagnetic linewidth as a function of the resonance
frequency �black circles� and linear fit �black line� �H=
�r /��0

with 
=0.026.
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respectively. IGMR, �GMR, and �GMR and Irf, �h, and �h are
the amplitude, pulsation, and phase of the current injected
and the current, pulsation, and phase induced by the micro-
wave magnetic field in the sensor, respectively. Vrf is a volt-
age induced in the slotlines by the inductive coupling with
the microantenna.

The GMR effect presents the same time dependence as
the magnetic excitation because of the dynamic susceptibility
of the sensor. When we develop Eq. �2�, with �1=�3 and
�2=0 �keeping only the terms linearly dependent on �h and
�GMR�, we obtain a contribution from the GMR effect of the
form

V�t� = �R IGMR cos��GMRt + �GMR�	 cos �1

2

1 −

�FL
2 h0

2 cos2 �1

4MSF
2 −

�FL
2 h0

2 cos2 �1 cos�2�ht�
4MSF

2 �
+

sin �1�FLh0 cos �1 cos��ht�
2MSF

� , �3�

where �FL is the free layer complex susceptibility deduced
from the FMR measurements. Here we assume that the hard
layer does not experience the magnetic excitation since the
RKKY interaction with the quenched layer can be modeled
as a high effective field.

When �1 is different from zero, the product of
the different cosines gives two series of signals

at frequencies ��h+ �−�GMR�� /2	 and �2�h+ �−�GMR�� /2	
directly proportional to �R �−1,4 ohms for our sample� and
�.

We present in Fig. 3 the demodulated signal at the fre-
quency ��h+ �−�GMR�� /2	 for �1	 /10 measured with a
spectrum analyzer. Following Eq. �3�, the signal is
nominally,

VGMR��h  �GMR� =
�sin �1� �cos �1� ��R� �IGMR��GMR�� �h0��h�� ����h��

4MSF
. �4�

Equation �4� describes the profile of the experimental sig-
nal but does not fit with the amplitude, especially around the
resonance �black and orange lines in Fig. 3�. This mismatch
is better represented by the ratio of the experimental signal
over the simulated signal �Fig. 4�. This quantity reflects the
difference between the susceptibility of the free layer and the
“true” susceptibility of the sensor, or in other words, the
difference between the simulation and the experiment for the
dynamic angle �1.

This ratio is frequency dependent. We observe two peaks
for low fields �100 Oe� and only one peak at higher field
�320 Oe�. We explain this feature assuming a small oscilla-
tion of the hard layer and the relative phase between the free
and the hard layer precession.

We first make the assumption that the hard layer reso-
nance occurs at a higher frequency than the free layer. This
implies that the first and second peaks observed at H0
=100 Oe correspond to the resonance of the free and hard
layers, respectively. At low frequencies, both layers oscillate
in phase with the magnetic excitation. When the free layer
resonance is reached, the two layers oscillate in an out-of-
phase configuration with respect to h0. As both magnetiza-
tions are pushed back from each other, it leads to a more
important dynamic angle �1 than expected for a single layer

precession and so an increase in the experimental signal.
Then, when the hard layer resonance is excited, �1 increases
until both layers get back in phase.

When introducing the hard layer dynamics in our calcu-
lation and keeping only the terms linear with �h, we get a
contribution from the GMR effect such as

M� FL · M� HL

2�M� FL� · �M� HL�
= 
�HL��h�cos��2�

MSH

−
�FL��h�cos��3�

MSF
� sin��1�h0 cos��ht�

2
,

�5�

where �HL is the hard layer dynamic susceptibility. Calcula-
tions are performed assuming a uniform precession of the
hard layer and �FL is the same as used to solve Eq. �4�. The
hard layer resonance frequency is supposed to follow the
Kittel mode described by Eq. �1�.

The result of this model �blue and magenta lines on Fig.
3� gives a flatter ratio as shown in Fig. 4, which tends to
validate a uniform precession in a large frequency range. It
allows to deduce the parameters of the hard magnetic layer.
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The best fit has been obtained for �0MS=1.3 T, an effective
bias field acting on the CoFe of 200 Oe and a damping
parameter 
HL0.07. We assume the high value of 
HL to be
ascribed to the magnon relaxation at the different interfaces
and to the coupling between the hard and quenched layers.

In spite of the good agreement over a large frequency
range between the two-susceptibility model and the experi-
mental data, we still observe a discrepancy around the free
layer resonance. This effect is emphasized at high fields for
which the free and hard layer resonance frequencies ap-
proach each other �6.6 and 7.5 GHz for the free and hard
layers, respectively, at H0=320 Oe�. In this case, both layers
seem to act as if they were coupled similarly to optical
modes �	-radian out-of-phase oscillation� observed in mag-
netic multilayers.17,18 This result clearly shows that the mag-
netization dynamics in the spin valve can be well described
by the precessions of isolated layers in the nonresonant re-
gime but that some interaction has to be encountered in the
resonant regime.

To explain this effect one must find a mechanism coherent
with the two-susceptibility model presented above, but that
induces an increase in �1 around the resonance. The peak
frequencies on Fig. 4 lead us to believe that the free layer
dynamics drives the hard layer magnetization. Then we pro-
pose that the appearance of the dynamic coupling is linked to
the dynamics of the free layer. This effect is taken into ac-
count in our model described by Eq. �5� by assuming that the
dynamic field acting on the hard layer is the sum of h0 and a
dynamic dipolar field of the form −mFLN, where mFL
=�FLh0 represents the dynamic part of the free layer magne-

tization. Then if the dynamic dipolar field is bigger than h0,
then the phase of the hard layer dynamics as compared to h0

will be opposite to the free layer’s one. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 3 by the blue and violet lines for a coefficient
N=0.001. This coefficient gives an amplitude of the dipolar
field of about 9 Oe at the free layer resonance for H0

=370 Oe �and h0�3 Oe at resonance�. Even if the match-
ing is not perfect, the agreement with the experimental data
is excellent and tends to validate this approach. Let us note
that its amplitude is the order of magnitude as Hbias. This
could mean that the physical origin of the effective demag-
netizing factor is linked to the orange peel coupling. This
would imply that technological process has an importance on
the dynamics of the system.

In this paper transport measurements have been per-
formed on a micron-sized spin-valve sensor used as an in
situ demodulator. We have applied to a micron scale some
techniques used in the fields of FMR and high-frequency
electrical measurements.

We have shown that the GMR effect offers a very attrac-
tive option to measure the dynamics of magnetic multilayers
since it gives information about the relative phase of the
precession of each individual layer. Moreover it offers a dif-
ferent approach for studying the magnetization dynamics of
micron and submicron devices. One particular interest com-
pared to inductive measurements is that the electrical signal
is not proportional to the magnetic volume and so it can be
applied to a single system, avoiding all the problems related
to arrays of elements.

One major result of this work concerns the future of read
heads application. Indeed, we show that the sensitivity of the
sensor in the microwave regime depends also on the hard
layer dynamics. Moreover, we show that the dynamics of the
sensor cannot be simply described by the dynamics of iso-
lated layers but dynamic dipolar coupling must be taken into
account. By consequence this raises the question of the fu-
ture technology that should be applied for read heads work-
ing in the microwave range. It becomes obvious that the
susceptibilities of all magnetic layers must be used to in-
crease the sensor sensitivity. In this case the use of a hard
layer is no more relevant but coupled magnetic layers with
low-coercive fields must be considered.
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